
Pure Dance and SBBA Competition Program 
  
Auditions will be held for a new competitive dance program - a branch of Pure Dance and 
SBBA. As the world of dance evolves and competitive dance has become more accessible on 
television and social media, we want to offer interested students the opportunities to be 
involved in competitive dance. Students who are members of SBBA and not participating in 
Pure Dance are eligible to audition to compete for YAGP but will not be eligible to compete 
non-ballet pieces through this new program. 
  
Dancers must show strong desire to grow technically, emotionally and artistically. 
  
Dancers must be physically, emotionally and mentally ready to participate in this program.  
  
This is a supplemental program to Pure Dance and SBBA. Dancers should not feel obligated 
to participate or guilty for not participating.  
  
Dancers must have shown commitment to dance through at least one season of SBBA or 
Pure Dance. Exceptions may be made for young dancers (8-10 yrs old) entering Pure Dance 
that have previously shown commitment in the story ballet productions.  
  
Dancers who participate in other competitive sports with weekend conflicts throughout the 
year must gain explicit permission to participate in the program from Pure Dance or SBBA 
director. Commitment to dance competitions, especially if cast in a duo, trio or group number 
must come first.  
  
Dancers auditioning will state their desired level of participation. Please take into account 
financial and time commitments. This will be taken into consideration when casting dances, 
as we will not cast in more than requested, but dancers may be be cast in less than their 
desired commitment level. A selection process will be made in the audition process based on 
teacher availability and student readiness. Not all dancers are guaranteed a spot in the 
program through the audition. Dancers not selected may be encouraged to participate in 
private technique lessons prior to auditioning in future years. Technique lessons are available 
to all Pure Dance and SBBA members at anytime throughout the year, dependent on teacher 
availability.  
  
Participation in weekend conventions is open to all Pure Dance and SBBA members, 
regardless of participation in the competition program.  
  
There will be a set number of studio sponsored conventions, competitions, and summer 
intensive auditions throughout the year that will not be in conflict with studio rehearsals.  
  
Participants in the competition program wishing to participate in additional competitions, 
conventions, or summer intensive auditions must meet with Pure Dance and SBBA directors 
prior to November to discuss individualized Spring Rep plans. 
  
Participants are guaranteed a spot to compete at DMC. Eligibility for other competitions will 
be determined during the audition process. Some competitions have limits on entries a studio 



may enter or may not be suitable to inexperienced competitors. We will only place a child in a 
dance competition that we feel they can have a successful experience. Pure Dance or SBBA 
directors along with the instructor working with each group or individual will determine which 
competitions are appropriate for each dancer or group. 
  
Competitive dance requires significant family financial and time commitments. Please ensure 
your family is ready for this commitment prior to auditioning.  
  
Participation in the competitive dance program should not compromise your commitment 
(time or financial) to studio programs, including Story Ballets, Pure Dance, or classes. 
  
Parents must assist the teachers in coaching the child that the purpose of competition is not 
for awards. The developmental process in preparing and competing a dance is what the 
student will gain from this experience. Dancers and parents should not participate if the goal 
is to "win", get a trophy, or get a certain medal placement.   
  
Dancers and parents must agree to and sign a competition program agreement in order to 
participate in the program.  
  
Sample financial commitment (all dollar amounts are approximate): 
  
Competition admin fee per dance $100 
Choreography lessons per dance $250-$400 (group) $300-$500 (duo/trio) $600-$800 (solo) 
Costume per dance $100-$150  
Required makeup $75 
Competition entry fees per event $40-$55 (group) $50-65 (duo/trio) $80-120 (solo) 
Workshop entry fee per event $120-$250 
  
Once participation is agreed upon, parents are responsible for directly coordinating with the 
assigned instructor for all lessons and payments. 
  

Auditions:   
 

Friday, September 2nd at SBDC 
 

8:00 PM Ages 11 and under 
8:30 PM Ages 12 and over 

 
Please note: 
There are limited instructors with limited availability available to work with students. Not all 
who audition will be selected to participate this season. 
  


